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The Graphic Mythology of Tintin - a Primer
2013-02-21

from the black and white pages of a belgian catholic newspaper in the late 1920s to the virtual world of a
3d cgi hollywood movie in 2011 the young adventurous reporter tintin has come a long way when
georges remi under his nom de plume herge sent the crudely drawn hero on his maiden voyage to
communist russia little did he know that they were both embarking on a lifelong journey or in the case of
the perpetually youthful tintin an eternal mythic quest though regarded as mere children s comic books
by some the stories reflect the momentous changes of the twentieth century through the globe trotting
adventures of the young reporter and his companions they also tell a larger tale about the author s and
our inner world this book gives an overview of the canon of tintin adventures for new readers giving
insights into the graphic language of the stories as well introducing the wider field of tintinology to non
academic readers it concludes by assessing the recent adaptation from the page to the screen by steven
spielberg and peter jackson

Hergé, Son of Tintin
2012

author of the critically acclaimed tintin and the world of hergé and the last person to interview remi
benoit peeters tells the complete story behind hergé s origins and shows how and why the nom de plume
grew into a larger than remi personality as tintin s popularity exploded drawing on interviews and using
recently uncovered primary sources for the first time peeters reveals remi as a neurotic man who sought
to escape the troubles of his past by allowing hergé s identity to subsume his own as tintin adventured
hergé lived out a romanticized version of life for remi jacket

The Adventures of Tintin: A Novel
2011-11-01

don t miss this expanded novelization of the action packed film tintin stumbles across a model ship at the
old street market only it isn t any model ship it holds a piece of the puzzle to finding the resting place of
red rackham s treasure but tintin isn t the only one after the notorious pirate s booty with dangerous
treasure seekers at their heels tintin and his dog snowy are on a high stakes thrill ride that takes them
from land to sea from open air to the ocean floor

The Metamorphoses of Tintin
2010

the metamorphoses of tintin a pioneering book first published in french in 1984 offers a complete
analysis of hergé s legendary hero

Tintin
2011-09-09
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in this fully revised and expanded edition of this popular pocket sized reference book the authors offer a
comprehensive and critical overview of the tintin series starting with the character s humble origins in
the children s supplement of a belgian catholic newspaper in the 1920s the authors track tintin s
development and success throughout the decades including the stormy world war ii years each book is
analyzed in detail both in the context of the series and in its larger framework that of the comic s
medium and of society in general the authors also look at the massive industry that has developed round
the figure of tintin the trivia the anecdotes the movies and television series and the multitude of tintin
spin offs

Adventures of Tintin
2011

a comprehensive and enjoyable new biography of the man who created tintin

Herge
2011-10

tintin a young reporter and his dog snowy journey around the world and even to the moon seeking
adventure and solving mysteries

The Adventures of Tintin
2007

if you are looking to understand a bit more about the circumstances that inspired the adventures of tintin
this book will provide a good snapshot the bookbuff review hergé created only twenty four tintin books
which have been translated into more than seventy languages and sold 230 million copies worldwide the
real hergé the inspiration behind tintin takes an in depth look at the man behind the cultural
phenomenon and the history that helped shape these books as well as focusing on the controversies that
engulfed hergé this biography will also look at his personal life as well as the relationships and
experiences that influenced him tintin is more famous now than when hergé was actually writing and
illustrating his adventures sian mye s book is another in the excellent series about the real lives of our
most famous authors and is well worth a look brilliant books monthly it is certainly possible to enjoy the
tintin books without knowing hergé but they are more interesting after learning about this complex
sometimes frustrating man we can learn from him even if we learn from his mistakes rose city reader

The Real Hergé
2020-12-28

three classic graphic novels in one deluxe hardcover edition the broken ear the black island and king
ottokar s sceptre
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The Adventures of Tintin: Volume 2
1994-05-02

one of the most iconic characters in children s books join the world s most famous travelling reporter in
his exciting adventures investigating smugglers in the two part story cigars of the pharaoh and the blue
lotus then travels into the depths of the rainforest in the broken ear the second of eight volumes
containing hergé s best loved adventure stories with three thrilling mysteries cigars of the pharaoh on
the hunt for an egyptologist and a mysterious ancient pharaoh tintin scours egypt and india he makes
friends with elephants narrowly avoids falling victim to the poison of madness and saves a maharajah
from a killer tiger the blue lotus in india tintin gets drawn into a dangerous mystery revolving around a
madness inducing poison he traces its origins to shanghai and a nefarious web of opium traffickers but
can he outwit the crooks the broken ear the arumbaya fetish has been stolen but with the help of a
talking parrot tintin is soon on the hunt for the famous artefact which can be distinguished by its broken
ear he must solve a murder and discover the true value of the fetish and quick because he is not the only
one on the trail join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on extraordinary adventures
spanning historical and political events still selling over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having
been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin
continue to charm more than 90 years after they first found their way into publication since then more
than 230 million copies have been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain
children and adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th hergé georges remi was born in
brussels in 1907 over the course of 54 years he completed over 20 titles in the adventures of tintin series
which is now considered to be one of the greatest if not the greatest comics series of all time

The Adventures of Tintin Volume 2
2015

georges remi better known as hergé is well known as the creator of tintin a dauntless young reporter
hero first introduced in hergé s french strip cartoon in 1929 over 200 million copies of the adventures of
tintin have been sold and the book has been translated into over 70 languages despite his international
fame hergé was an extremely private man who found inspiration in modern art zen buddhism and the
latest world affairs and scientific developments

The Adventures of Hergé, Creator of Tintin
2007

the world s most famous travelling reporter gets caught up in a revolutionary adventure bianca castafiore
has been imprisoned by general tapioca also accused of threatening tapioca s dictatorship tintin calculus
and haddock jet off to the jungle hq of the revolutionaries and hatch a plot surrounding the upcoming
carnival and haddock s sudden and mysterious disgust for whiskey join the most iconic character in
comics as he embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events and thrilling
mysteries still selling over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver
screen by steven spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more
than 80 years after they first found their way into publication since then an estimated 230 million copies
have been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the
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21st century as they did in the early 20th

Tintin and the Picaros
2003-06

a hundred years after his birth georges remi better known as herge is celebrated for creating tintin the
dauntless young reporter hero of the strip cartoon he first introduced in 1929 the adventures of tintin
remain a constant source of reference throughout this new book which draws on fresh material found in
the extensive archive held by the studios herge as well as a series of interviews with those who knew him
intimately friends and colleagues who worked with him generously illustrated it examines the life and
passions of a man who despite his international fame preferred to avoid the limelight finding inspiration
in modern art the latest scientific developments and world affairs and seeking enlightenment in zen
buddhism and philosophy in this anniversary portrait michael farr reveals the artist and complex
personality behind tintin book jacket contents key dates in the life of herge the death of an artist a
passion for art a journalist at heart the lure of the silver screen be prepared a lifelong boy scout oriental
attraction an elegant joker with a serious side notes includes index

The Making of Tintin
1983-01-01

don t miss this expanded novelization of the action packed film tintin stumbles across a model ship at the
old street market only it isn t any model ship it holds a piece of the puzzle to finding the resting place of
red rackham s treasure but tintin isn t the only ones after the notorious pirate s booty with dangerous
treasure seekers at their heels tintin and his dog snowy are on a high stakes thrill ride that takes them
from land to sea from open air to the ocean floor

The Adventures of Hergé, Creator of Tintin
2007

don t miss this expanded novelization of the action packed film tintin stumbles across a model ship at the
old street market only it isn t any model ship it holds a piece of the puzzle to finding the resting place of
red rackham s treasure but tintin isn t the only one after the notorious pirate s booty with dangerous
treasure seekers at their heels tintin and his dog snowy are on a high stakes thrill ride that takes them
from land to sea from open air to the ocean floor

The Adventures of Tintin: A Novel
2011-11-01

join the world s most famous travelling reporter in three exciting adventures as he calls on a feathered
friend heads for a black island and helps to protect a monarchy tintin and the broken ear the arumbaya
fetish has been stolen but with the help of a talking parrot tintin is soon on the hunt for the famous
artefact which can be distinguished by its broken ear he must solve a murder and discover the true value
of the fetish and quick because he is not the only one on the trail the black island wrongly accused of a
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theft tintin is led to set out with snowy on an adventure to investigate a gang of forgers king ottaker s
sceptre tintin travels to the syldavia and uncovers a plot to dethrone king muskar xii but can he help the
head of state before it s too late join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an
extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events and thrilling mysteries still selling over
100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg
and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first
found their way into publication since then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold proving that
comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as they did in the
early 20th

The Adventures of Tintin: The Chapter Book
2011-11-01

one of the most iconic characters in children s books join the world s most famous travelling reporter in
three exciting adventures as he visits the highlands of scotland in the black island solves a mysterious
theft in king ottokar s sceptre and meets a certain captain haddock for the first time in the crab with the
golden claws the third of eight volumes containing hergé s best loved adventure stories with three
thrilling mysteries the black island wrongly accused of a theft tintin is led to set out with snowy on an
adventure to investigate a gang of forgers king ottokar s sceptre tintin travels to the syldavia and
uncovers a plot to dethrone king muskar xii but can he help the head of state before it s too late the crab
with the golden claws faced with a drowned sailor counterfeit coins and a ship full of opium tintin sets out
on another adventure aboard the karaboudjan tintin is introduced to captain haddock for the first time
and they are soon both facing a deathly thirst in the sahara desert join the most iconic character in
comics as he embarks on extraordinary adventures spanning historical and political events still selling
over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven
spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 90 years after
they first found their way into publication since then more than 230 million copies have been sold
proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as
they did in the early 20th hergé georges remi was born in brussels in 1907 over the course of 54 years he
completed over 20 titles in the adventures of tintin series which is now considered to be one of the
greatest if not the greatest comics series of all time

The Adventures of Tintin
2007

acclaimed author frederic tuten boldly revives the well loved character tintin the eternally youthful
protagonist from belgian artist herge s popular comic book series the adventures of tintin and leads him
into an adventure like none he has experienced before once again joined by captain haddock and his
little dog snowy the intrepid world traveler tintin embarks on a mysterious journey to machu picchu in
peru but where danger and intrigue have met him before this voyage brings new perils and
enchantments

The Adventures of Tintin Volume 3
2015-12-03
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the world s most famous travelling reporter is devastated at the death of a dear friend but what if all is
not as it seems could chang still be alive tintin s friend chang has been killed in a terrible plane crash and
tintin is distraught but after a strange dream tintin becomes convinced chang is alive together with
captain haddock he sets out on an impossible mission an adventure deep into the mountains through
blizzards and caves of ice they must find chang at all costs join the most iconic character in comics as he
embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events and thrilling mysteries
still selling over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by
steven spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 80
years after they first found their way into publication since then an estimated 230 million copies have
been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st
century as they did in the early 20th

Tintin in the New World
2005

first published in 1929 tintin in the land of the soviets did not again become available to the general
public until 1973 this first great tintin adventure introduced the brave reporter and his dog and set the
stage for the rest of hergé s career as a master comic strip author the colour in the new version of the
story has the effect of increasing legibility as it underscores the clarity of the drawings the new version
was created by moulinsart with great attention to the restored original plates the result is surprisingly
modern like a new adventure the official return of tintin in the land of the soviets will happen the day
after the reporter s 88th birthday and also during the centenary of the october revolution

Tintin in Tibet
2003

a must for any tintin fan this is both the official exhibition catalogue and a celebration of 75 years of the
irrepressible boy reporter from his first appearance in january 1929 the globe trotting tintin took to boats
in his pursuit of adventure motor launches and liners cargo vessels and historic galleons each is
meticulously depicted by hergé who laboured over every detail a new dimension punctuated with a
staggering repertoire of salty swear words billions of blistering barnacles came in 1940 with the
introduction of captain haddock from then on with this loyal whisky loving companion tintin could hardly
be a landlubber

Tintin in the Land of the Soviets
2017-01-11

one of the most iconic characters in children s books join the world s most famous travelling reporter in
his exciting adventures as he travels behind the iron curtain in tintin in the land of the soviets and
tangles with al capone in tintin in america the first of eight volumes containing hergé s best loved
adventure stories with two thrilling mysteries tintin in the land of the soviets accompanied by his dog
snowy tintin leaves brussels to go undercover in soviet russia his attempts to research his story are put
to the test by the bolsheviks and moscow s secret police tintin in america gangsters cowboys and the big
apple await tintin when he travels across the atlantic to america he soon finds himself in terrible danger
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but with snowy to help him he faces it head on join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on
extraordinary adventures spanning historical and political events still selling over 100 000 copies every
year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg and peter jackson in
2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 90 years after they first found their way into
publication since then more than 230 million copies have been sold proving that comic books have the
same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th hergé
georges remi was born in brussels in 1907 over the course of 54 years he completed over 20 titles in the
adventures of tintin series which is now considered to be one of the greatest if not the greatest comics
series of all time

The Adventures of Tintin at Sea
2004

don t miss this expanded novelization of the action packed film tintin stumbles across a model ship at the
old street market only it isn t any model ship it holds a piece of the puzzle to finding the resting place of
red rackham s treasure but tintin isn t the only one after the notorious pirate s booty with dangerous
treasure seekers at their heels tintin and his dog snowy are on a high stakes thrill ride that takes them
from land to sea from open air to the ocean floor

The Adventures of Tintin 6
2009-04-08

the world s most famous travelling reporter sets out for the middle east in his latest adventure boom
doctored petrol is blowing up vehicles all around the country determined to find the culprits tintin heads
for the middle east but he is in for a nasty shock when he encounters a familiar face in the desert join the
most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and
political events and thrilling mysteries still selling over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having
been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin
continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into publication since then an
estimated 230 million copies have been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain
children and adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th

The Adventures of Tintin
2015

novelization of the 2011 hit movie the adventures of tintin follows the story of ace reporter tintin and his
dog snowy as his random purchase of a model ship starts off a series of wild adventures and of how he
meets his new best friend along the way in japanese annotation copyright tsai fong books inc distributed
by tsai fong books inc

The Adventures of Tintin: Danger at Sea
2011-11-01
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tintin is beloved around the world and inspired steven spielberg to make a golden globe winning and
oscar nominated film herg and the treasures of tintin tells the story of how georges r mi became herg
how his private life and interests influenced his work how tintin came to be and what sparked herg s
other delightful characters in addition to 20 beautifully reproduced removable facsimile documents
including sketchbook extracts illustrated letters personal drawings and posters special information boxes
discuss many of the people who appear in the tintin stories

The Adventures of Tintin
1900

the world s most famous travelling reporter learns the secret of the unicorn when tintin stumbles across a
model ship at the old street market he buys it as a gift for his friend captain haddock but this isn t just
any old model ship it s the unicorn built by one of haddock s ancestors it holds a clue to finding the
treasure of a notorious pirate join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary
adventure spanning historical and political events and thrilling mysteries still selling over 100 000 copies
every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg and peter jackson
in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found their way
into publication since then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold proving that comic books
have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th

Land of Black Gold
2003

join the world s most famous travelling reporter in two exciting adventures as he heads for the congo the
young reporter tintin and his faithful dog snowy set off on assignment to africa but a sinister stowaway
follows their every move and seems set on ensuring they come to a sticky end tintin and snowy
encounter witch doctors hostile tribesmen crocodiles boa constrictors and numerous other wild animals
before solving the mystery and getting their story join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks
on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events and thrilling mysteries still selling
over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven
spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after
they first found their way into publication since then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold
proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as
they did in the early 20th

The Adventures of Tintin
2011-11-15

the world s most famous travelling reporter journeys to south america on a mission to save professor
calculus when professor calculus is kidnapped tintin and a desperate captain haddock set off to peru on a
rescue mission braving runaway train carriages yellow fever and avalanches then they must find an
ancient inca tribe if they are to find their great friend join the most iconic character in comics as he
embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events and thrilling mysteries
still selling over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by
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steven spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 80
years after they first found their way into publication since then an estimated 230 million copies have
been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st
century as they did in the early 20th

Hergé and the Treasures of Tintin
2013

celebrate tintin s 90th anniversary for the first time in the united states all 23 of the original tintin
adventures are available in one handsome gift set featuring more than 1600 pages these 8 hardcover
volumes are collected in a stunning slipcase tintin hergé s classic comic book creation is one of the most
iconic characters in children s books to celebrate tintin s 90th anniversary the original 23 adventures
have been collected together for the first time now including tintin and alph art and tintin in the land of
the soviets this unique collection will delight tintin fans old and new perfect for lovers of graphic novels
mysteries and historical adventures join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on
extraordinary adventures and solves thrilling mysteries from the land of the soviets to america to outer
space and the depths of the ocean there are over 1 600 pages of delight in these eight volumes the
ultimate gift for any tintin fan have you collected all of tintin s adventures tintin and alph arttintin in
americatintin in the land of the sovietstintin and the picarostintin in tibettintin the black islandtintin the
blue lotustintin the broken eartintin the calculus affairtintin the castafiore emeraldtintin cigars of the
pharaohtintin the crab with the golden clawstintin destination moontintin explorers of the moontintin
flight 714 to sydneytintin king ottakar s sceptretintin land of black goldtintin prisoners of the suntintin red
rackham s treasuretintin the red sea sharkstintin the secret of the unicorntintin the seven crystal
ballstintin the shooting star

The Adventures of Tintin
2005

explores the sources in real life of all the tintin adventures

The Secret of the Unicorn
2003

the little black and white cartoon figure of tintin first appeared in belgium in 1929 in a catholic
newspaper where his creator herg worked harry thompson looks at the story of herg of tintin and his
origins and beyond to when president de gaulle could call tintin his only rival

The Making of Tintin in the World of the Inca
1985

one evening tintin and snowy spot a shooting star tintin rings the observatory to ask what star it is soon
he learns that this star is set to collide with earth meaning the end of the world can tintin help in time
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Tintin in the Congo
2005

read about the world s most famous travelling reporter in his native language french as tintin discovers
that his friend chang whom he believed to have died might actually be alive and in desperate need of
help tintin s friend chang has been killed in a terrible plane crash and tintin is distraught but after a
strange dream tintin becomes convinced chang is alive together with captain haddock he sets out on an
impossible mission an adventure deep into the mountains through blizzards and caves of ice they must
find chang at all costs join the most iconic character in comics as he embark on an extraordinary
adventure spanning historical and political events and thrilling mysteries still selling over 100 000 copies
every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg and peter jackson
in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found their way
into publication since then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold proving that comic books
have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th

Prisoners of the Sun
2003-06-20

The Adventures of Tintin: The Complete Collection
2019-10-01

Tintin
2002

Tintin: Hergé and His Creation
2011-10-13

The Shooting Star
2013

Tintin au Tibet
1995-04
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